CLASSROOM OBSERVATION – NARRATIVE FORM

Instructor of class: _______________________________ Semester and year: ______________
Class level and title: _______________________________ Time: ________________________
Observed by: _____________________________________ Announced / Unannounced (circle)

Pre-observation conversation:
Rationale: to learn and share
Goal: to become more aware of teaching and learning – PLEASE BE SURE TO ADDRESS
ANY NEW TECHNIQUE, TRICK, OR TEACHING STRATEGY THAT YOU, THE
REVIEWER, MAY HAVE LEARNED.
Videotaped or in-class (circle one)
Other aspects of agreement or conversation:

Post-observation conversation:
Sharing experience

Considerations: The classroom is principally a place for oral communication including
listening, speaking, reading, writing, and culture in the target language. The class should be
conducted according to ACTFL guidelines.

Narrative: (copy and paste here your narrative of the observed class)